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Modular constructions



Apartment block - Bedroom - White acoustic ceiling and printed wall.

The 5 key…

…CLIPSO® benefits
for walls and ceilings
in modular constructions:

1. Adaptability

2. Cold and dry installation

3. Weight (light)

4.  Construction defects  
can be adjusted

5. Reactivity

Residential - living room - White acoustic box
with light integrations



In such depths as an old container that has been converted into 
housing, lighting is essential to create a warm interior. 
Every millimetre counts here. The integration of lighting in 
surfaces also has a second attraction, as the taut canvas offers a 
flawless finish without losing any height. 

Everything can be printed with SO DECO graphics or visuals so as 
to directly integrate a decorative tapestry effect into the space.

Desk - white ceiling and walls

Residential - Bathroom - Acoustic ceiling and printed wall

Industrialised modular construction is a faster 
construction solution. 

Faster and more responsible. To optimise layout, 
walls and ceilings must offer particularly clever 

interior design solutions. 

All surfaces are optimised with acoustic solutions 
that reduce sound reverberation. As installation 

can take place in record time, modular spaces are 
fitted very quickly and the service ducts disappear 

in the plenum space.

Whether it’s timber framed modular houses, a 
container of mobile homes or even tiny houses, 

CLIPSO® meets the various needs associated 
with designing a habitat geared toward tomorrow, 

combining efficiency and respect for the 
environment.

CLIPSO® EXPERIENCE

CLIPSO® EXPERIENCE



Offices - Acoustic ceiling & printed wallPrivate home - White ceiling

CLIPSO® EXPERIENCE
CLIPSO® is an ideal layout solution for 

modular constructions. Free from PVC and 
toxic substances (CHR) and volatile organic 

compounds (VOCs), the taut coverings of the 
ceilings and walls guarantee the best quality of 

interior air.

CLIPSO® walls and ceilings require less 
labour and installation time than conventional 

installations, allowing you to make  
significant savings.

The CLIPSO® concept helps to give these new, 
warm, cosy habitats customisation possibilities 

and optimum comfort. 

A winning solution.
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